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refinement of iechnique, and demonstrate how various recovery
conservation. This paper presents.some techniques critical for the salvage of fire- and water-damaged
of museum staff
textiles, and suggeslions for teaching the techniques of emergency response to the team
and volunteers.

iNTRODUCTIOI{
It is shocki:ng to see what happens to museum buildings, collections, and staff durinl4
emergencies. Dilsasters, large or small, are contrary to all the normal, careful museum collections care and conservation procedures. Em'ergencies are by clefinition unpredictable: the objicts that museum staff have been entrusterl to
orotect are threatened or damaged; equipment
may be out of service; we feel like we don't have
time to think.
The proble:ms encountered in an emergency
can seem like a.waking nightmare of possible
museum collection damages' Learning to identiff and anticipate types of artifact damage is an
essential aspect ofdisaster preparedness, and in
the event of an emergency' leads to appropriate
emergency handling routines and correct choice
of salvage techraique. For textile collections, the
problems confronted may include heavy soils,
soot and plasterr deposits; structural damaS;e
such as tears, splits and fabric losses; signiificant loss of fabric strength; dye bleed and transfer; and growtLLof microorganisms.
As conservators, we are especially well
suited to train disaster response teams in emergency preparedness and response. Anunderstanding of materials allows us to predict how
objects will respondtolnazards like water, Irlud,
and oily airborne soils, as well as various methods of packing and moving. Also, experience
with lab recovery treatments makes us keenly
aware of how handling and treatment duritrg the
immediate post-disaster-recovery period eff'ects

the optiorrs for subsequent conseryation treatment. SeeirLgartifacts in the lab following a disaster we may think: if only more support had
been give:n while moving this rug; if only this silk
banner had been rolled rather than folded; if
only an irrterleaving barrier had been used to
prevent transfer of bleeding dye; if only workers
had worn gloves and respirators, and so on. Lab
treatment c:an inform recovery practice, and conservation information makes up much of the
foundation of good disaster response. By anticipating possribledamage, and teaching museum
staff how to respond, conselators can help prevent ltazanls and alleviate damage.
My early experiences with disaster recovery
at the Textiile Conservation Center included
working with fire-damaged and water-damaged
textiles that arrived at the Center for treatment.
It became clear early on that the handling methods and treatments used during the immediate
post-disaster-recovery period significantly effected the r:ptions for subsequent conservation
treatmen.t. For example, careful handling and
packagin.g of needleworks, which had been exposed to soot5rsoils, helped prevent deep smudging of soot into the fabric. These textiles were
much more successfuily cleaned than items that
were not as carefully packed, and which had
more deepityembedded soot. A variety of these
textiles we;re surface cleaned with a HtrPA vacuum cleaner and the dry sponges used for fire
cleanup (I{ackett 1999, Moffatt 1992).
The pr:rpose of this article is to set forth
specific disaster recovery techniques and to emphasize the importance of teaching salvage
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methods that are specific to the collection t5rpe.
The information included focuses on textile materials and is only part of the guidelines needed
for a disaster response effort.
SALVAGE PRINCIPLES AND PROCEDURIIS
Training for material-specific response offers
guidelines and experience for dealing with specific artifact concerns. Each material type (furniture, textiles, photographs, etc.) will have individual needs and salvage procedures, although
training in a'variety of materials will demonstrate obvious parallels that provide reinfirrcement. For textiles, the salvage procedures that
I've found to be the most important are:
. Establishingpriorities
. Handling and moving techniques
. Working with limited resources
. Dealing with soil, soot, and smoke
damage
. Removing water from soaked items
. Drying techniques
, Minimizing

dye staining

. Preven.ting soil transfer
ESTABLISHING PRIORITIES
Morb a principle than a salvage procedure,
establishing priorities is a logistical necessity.
While somewhat difficult to teach in a lecture or
demonstration, the importance of establishing
priorities is itnmediately obvious in a mock disaster. Building security is a priority. Stabilization of the building environment may be less obvious, but is also essential. If building security
and a stable environment can be accompl.ished,
it may not be necessary to move artifacts at all!
Once the need to move artifacts has been ascertained, it is essential to establish clear pa,ssage
and efficient moving routes. Moving frngile artwork cannot go smoothly if there is broken glass
covering the:main path to the truck.
People on the first-response team must be
able to make order of what may be a very chaotic situation. In teaching the team to establish
artifact priorities, asking questions will hr:lp determine some of the most important curatorial
40

and conservation concerns. What artifacts are
the most important or rare? Which are the most
fragile? Thousands of items may be wet, but are
they equally wet? Perhaps some things are not
wet at all. What can be safely air dried? What
can be frazen? This ffie of mental sorting will
'help to establish order, and can be made a part
of trainin.g exercises and discussions, as well as
mock disaster exercises. It is essential in a real
disaster.
HANDLING AND MOVING TECHNIQUES
The basics of careful artifact handling are a
critical part of salvage training. Throughout lectures, <lemonstrations, and practice sessions,
participants should be reminded of the obvious:
old fabrics are fragile even when they are dry,
and are rnuch more fragile when wet. In an
emergency, the supply of recovery materials may
be meager compared with usual array of preservation supplies that are available to assist with
handling and moving collections. The response
team rnust learn to identify the needs of fragile
materials and respond with ingenious solutions.
As part of training, problem solving exercises
should a.lllowparticipants opportunities to predict how materiais in their collection will respond to various stresses, and what type of handling and protection will prevent damage.
In gerneral, object handling should be minimized in order to prevent damage. Textiles that
were in. storage when the disaster occurred
should be examined for degree of wetness, but
can ofter:rbe moved in their boxes even if the
boxes errewet. If boxes or rolls are intact, they
should not be disturbed, except to check contents anct log the accession numbers. All textiles
should be adequately supported for moving, using boxes, trays, and platforms. If larger items
are founcl without storage boxes or tubes, two
people c€rn move them safely to the packing area
using a length of sturdy canvas (much the same
way that an injured person is moved with a litter). If frergile items must be folded, pad the folds
with tissr,re paper or blank newsprint to prevent
splitting.
In demonstrations and disaster drills it is
important to have a variety of materials to represent the range of textile collection problems.
Delicate :items that have been folded, once wet,
may be far too fragile to attempt unfolding. Some
items (i.e. hooked rugs) may be thought to be
among the sturdiest, but will readily split and
shred if fblded or moved without support. These
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handling
. Provide structural
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. Prevent
crushing,
nbrasion
. Prevent
stretching
hidden weakness are impressed upon the response team triilnees once they have a chance to
see it for themselves. In one exercise, after participants seriouLslydamaged a hooked rug by
folding and mo'iring it in haste, we moved it a
second time without damage, by carrying it to
the drying area supported on a cotton sheet.
Heavy iterns like tapestries and carpets are
especia-lly suscr:ptible to structural damage because of their vreight. Five or more strong P,eople
may be needed to roll and move a large carpet,
and caution is needed to avoid injury to team
members. If possible, large tubes should be used
to support the'weight of these items (Table 1).
WORKING WITH LIMITED RESOURCES
Working with limited resources is a sullject
tL,:ratcan be ad<lressed in a lecture, or illustrated
in demonstrations, but it becomes most meaningful in a disaster exercise. For textile salvage,
absorbent blotting materials will usually be at a
premium. The response team needs to learn specific ways to economize: extremely soaked carpets might be clrained on the side of a hill, or
water might be removed with a sponge before
using precious cotton sheets, toweling, or other
blotting materials.
The issue of working with limited resor-trces
also presents an opportunity to discuss what
one might do in cases of very extreme emergencies. Through zr salvage exercise we learn that, if
necessary, we (lan wring the water out of our (recovery supply) cotton sheets and use them repeatedly. But vvhat if we have no sheets? Would
we be willing to use a bedspread from the museum's collecti,on to save another invaluabl,e
item? These possibilities (and the judgemerrt
calls about posrsible dye and soil transfer) should
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Rigid trays
Platforrns
Fabric slings
(canvas)
Tubes
Boxes

Table 1.

come up .fo:rdiscussion in disaster response
training.
The issue of what materials can be used as
salvage resources will also come up. One training exercise, which involved salvage operations
at a historic house following a fire, was chaotic
at the beginning of the day. Certain concerns
about the building environment were overlooked
in the confi-rsion. Finally in the afternoon a
trainee noticed that more windows should be
opened to increase ventilation. When we did,
several tlrings were realized: (1) We did need the
ventilation. It was warm, humid, and somewhat
smelly insirie the house. Some people had complained of slight nausea from the smoke odor; (2)
It was rezxlizedthat we had been carrying boxes
the long wety out the front door, when we could
have been'passing them right out the front window; (3) OrLeparticipanf realized that, with the
addition of a paper or plastic barrier, we could
use the wirrdow screens as carrying trays, which
were in very great demand.
This idlea of using parts of the building as
salvage ":resources"is something that came up
again later in workshop discussions following
this disaster recovery exercise. A number of curators felt that it would not be appropriate at
some historic houses. But when it is, countless
possibilities follow: with a couple make-shift saw
horses, a.d.oorcan become a work table, screens
become carrying trays, and so on. The salvage
team is alvzays great at brainstorming the possibilities following an exercise, and such postmortem discr-rssionsare invaluable.
A question about teaching methods comes
up regular$ during discussions about the subject of worl<ing with limited resources. Trainers
continue to debate the amount of salvage information a.n<ldirection to be given to the response
A 1
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$ail, $oot & Smoke Damage
Rer:pvpry,,." M,ethodq
.
.

hnndling
Limit
Avoid smudging soil
into fahric
..Interlenve & wrap
to prevent *oil/soot
transfer

team during training exercises. Some feel.that
trainers should hold back and let the response
team discover things (like the window screens)
for themselves, reasoning that when trairrees
make these cliscoveries themselves they will remember thern forever. While that is perhaps
true, it is also important to recognize that disaster drilis are costly, and waiting too long to
share good icleas wastes valuable training time.
Trainers must find the appropriate balance.
SOiL, SOOT, AND SMOKE DAMAGE
Handling and packing techniques are very
significant factors in the success of subsequent
cleaning treeLtments for the removaf of sooty
soils. In conservation treatments, these fine par*
ticle soiis are remarkably difficult to remove, and
whatever can be done to limit smudging them
into the fabric is good. Many Wpes of interleaving materialr] can be used, including old sheets,
muslin, paper and rolls of poiyethylene, The goal
is to use the barrier to prevent the transler of
soils from one area of a textile to another', and to
prevent transfer between different pieces. For
larger textiles (i.e. bedcovers or quilts) the entire
surface shorrld be covered before folding or rolling. Large sheets are ideai in this case, and
hopefully there are some stored with the salvage
materials.
Furnace backups are smaller-scale emergencies, but with similar problems, After a furnace backup, absoluteiy every surface will be
covered with soot, and will require cleaning,
Success in removing the soot will depend in part
on whether:it is smudged into the fabric. Exam*
ples from past disasters, and before and after
photographs of treated textiles, help to illustrate
this point (Table 2).

Recovery, MS.te{ials
.
.
.
.

Blanlk newsprint
Clean sh*ets
Clean muslin
Brown pftper
Table 2,

DRYING TECHNIQUES
Many appropriate techniques for removal of
water from fabrics are possible. Some, such as
drainirrg and blotting to absorb excess liquid,
are within the direct experience of most people.
OtherLer:hniques come from conservation treatment, and require explanation and practice. If
the number of textiles wetted in the emergency
is manageable for available staff and resources,
then air drying can be considered. Otherwise,
the salvage operation will include packing in
preparation fot freezing. In either case, fabrics
that are soaked with water will be heavy and
vulneratrle to structural damage. An attempt
should tre made to drain or absorb excess water
before trying to open them up for drying.
Wet garments can be especially difficult to
work with. Demonstration and practice helps
disaster-response trainees see the problems in
handling wet items, and identify appropriate recovery options. A soaked dress can be lifted out
of its bo:x onto some absorbent paper or muslin,
and left without handling for fifteen to twenty
minutes until water wicks out into the paper or
muslin. Afterwards, the dress is lighter and can
be more safely moved. Sometimes (if the paper is
clean enLough)it is possibie to dry the paper to
use again.
Techniques that are more difficult to understand re,quiie additional explanation and reinforcement in disaster training sessions. For example, I teach a technique for removing water
from soaked chairs or sofa upholstery, and have
made a set of slides to illustrate the technique.
The slides simpliff the technique into a set ofsteps and show trainees the intended outcome
as follows:
1. Exetmine the fragility of the fabric surface
and determine specific needs.
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Water So*ked Textiles
Rocfrvery., Mpthodn
r Draln
r Absorb excss$ wntar
.nlat
r Use of drying clathr
. P*dding out ln
items

4,qe$yefJ.*, Mft*fisl$
'
.

2. Remove loose cushions and use absorbent
cotton sheets or toweling to blot as rrLuch
water as possible from both the cushions
and upholstery'
3. Apply a one hundred percent cotton drying
cloth (hopefully an available salvage supp$'
Carefully cover the entire upholstery fabric,
and genlly press the drying cloth into contact with the upholstery fabric. The goal is
for the cloth to be in direct contact with the
upholstery fabric for the duration of the drying period. The drying cloth should be
placed fl.at (without wrinkles) in flat areas,
and tuched deeply into the foids of the upholstery so that it will act as a wick, thereby
moving'water from wetter areas to drier
ones, Ttre water carries stains, soils, and
degradation products with it, depositing
them on the drying cloth.
4. After the upholstery is dry, remove the drying cloth.
During fraining, the participants ideally will
technique three separate times: first,
each
see
is described in a lecture
techniqtte
the

AbsCIrbent toweling
& shcstr
sponges
PYC tub*s
Long handled
s*ue$gee

r
'

Table 3.

illustrated by slides; then the disaster exercise
presents an opportunity for participants to use
the techrrique on a real piece of upholstered furniture; finally there is a demonstration using the
same piece and reviewing the salvage goals and
steps (ta.ble 3).
MINIMIZING DYE STAINING AND PREVENTING
DYE TRANSFER
Conservation treatment experience shows
that drying methods can be expanded and refined to r:ontrol dye staining and soil transfer
that occurs as a result of uncontrolied drying.
These techniques can be simplified and taught
to disa.ster-team members. If textiles are air
dried, the use of a drying cloth (described above
for upholstery) placed in direct contact with colored fabrics, will wick bleeding dye into the drying cloth and help avoid staining. Evaluation of
ariifacts after the training exercise will highlight
the importance of using absorbent cotton drying
cloths, and maintaining contact between the textile artifiact and the drying cloth. When good
contact is achieved, staining will be on the drying cloth and not (or to a lesser degree) on the

Water Damage
Dye Bleed/ Transfer
Bleeding of $oluble InkslMarkers
Re.cnv.qfJ Mothods
.

M l n l m i z e s p r ea d l n g :
hl ot
. Minimlze
transfer:
interleaving
.barriers

Rcqfiverry MAtef!sI$
.
.
.
.

Absorbent towcling
and sheets
lVsx papsr
Freeaer pfiper
Polyethylene

Table 4.
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textile artifact. Without contact, the textile artifact is likely to be stained.
When textiles are being packed and moved,
attention to the issue of bieeding dye will lessen
damage. Along with draining and blotting to remove water, interleaving barriers such as wax
paper ot freezet paper can be used to keep
bleeding dyes from transferring to other textiles.
If items are being prepared for freezing this is especially useful (Table 4).
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GOALS OF DISASTER RECOVERY TRAINING
What is the best preparation for an emergency? Ultimately, salvage techniques for textiles
and other arl must be placed within the context
of a whole disaster recovery effort, which includes identification of staff roles, securily, basic
services for the response team, health and safety
issues, building concerns, acquisition of supplies, artifactl priorities, and salvage, The techniques described in this paper are specifi,c to
textiles, nonetheless they demonstrate the usefulness of "material-specific" disaster training
that is needed for all specialties.
Ideally, training should be planned as part
of emergency preparedness, but it can also take
place during a crisis, and some instruction can
even be given over the telephone. The training
that builds t,he most confidence incorporates
hands-on practice sessions that provide real ex*
perience. The firsthand experience gaine<l in an
emergency drill provides the best opportunity to
learn and refine salvage techniques, increase
confidence, and demonstrate how recovery
methods effect the options for subsequent conservation treatment. While salvage exercises expose the very real limits of what can be done in
an emergency, participants also rcalize that they
may be able to do more than they thought.
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